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Turquoise Jewelry: The Charm of Blue-Green Hues

Turquoise gemstone jewelry is a popular trend these days. The turquoise gemstone is actually an extremely
soft textured gem which, if handled inappropriately can easily get scratches and cracks.

April 26, 2010 - PRLog -- Turquoise gemstone jewelry is a popular trend these days. The turquoise
gemstone is actually an extremely soft textured gem which, if handled inappropriately can easily get
scratches and cracks. 

It is known to have a porous cryptocrystalline structure which comes in various shades of blue and green.
Spiritually, turquoise as a birthstone, belongs to the December born people. It is a renowned spiritual
jewelry to enhance trust, kindness and wisdom within an individual. http://www.hibeads.com  
The arbitrary designs of blue and green hues makes turquoise gemstone an extremely trendy yet a very
sophisticated choice for jewelries. Somehow turquoise jewelries manage to steal the heart away of every
jewelry lover. Its one of those revered jewelry forms which every individual yearns to possess. In certain
areas it is believed that the turquoise stone derives its basic blue color from the sky hence, it is also known
as "sky stone" but the fact remains that the stone sources its blue color due to major copper content, or else
it would carry a green shade if the aluminum content is more.
Since natural turquoise is very expensive, turquoise imitation jewelry is fast becoming a feasible option for
masses. The designs, colors and motifs are imitated as it is on a similar semi-precious stone to give it an
authentic turquoise jewelry look. Such imitation jewelries are not only affordable but offer a wide range of
variety too, so that you can pick jewelries which are just your kind and flaunt it with e'lan at any party or
formal occasion. Turquoise necklace
Turquoise jewelries can be teamed up with evening gowns, formal dresses or any other party special
dresses that you want. The simple pieces can be carried at office or small get-together too. So ladies what
are you waiting for, go and grab your favorite turquoise jewelry at the earliest
For more information about turquoise jewelry, please feel free to visit http://www.hibeads.com.

# # #

Established in 1998, Golden Stone Jewelry Co.,LTD . wholesale various kinds of natural gemstone beads,
semiprecious stone beads, pearls, mother of pearls, rough gemstones and mineral specimens. As one of the
biggest wholesaler in china, we have our own digging area, pearl farm and manufactory in Hubei, Zhejiang,
Jiangxi province. Through years' of business dealing, we have won the long-established confidence among
the clients from various countries. 
our jewelry online store: http://www.hibeads.com
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